Living

Night-Sky Pumpkins
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SUPPLIES
Pumpkin
Carving knife
Template (following page)
Scissors
Masking tape
Awl
Gouge
Battery-powered candle

1. Slice off bottom of your pumpkin and hollow it out from below.
2. Print and cut out template, tape it on, and transfer outlines of pattern with awl.
3. Scrape off outer skin with gouge to complete design. Insert battery-powered candle.

Glowing-Moth Pumpkin
Starry-Night Pumpkin

SUPPLIES

Pumpkin
Carving knife
Handheld electric drill
Gouge
Template (following page)
Scissors
Masking tape
Battery-powered LED string lights or candle
Straight pins

1
Slice off bottom of your pumpkin and hollow it out from below.

2
Punch holes with drill to create constellations; connect dots with gouge. (Or print template, then cut out and tape on formations you want to use.)

3
Place individual bulbs of a light strand in each hole and pin to secure, or, for a faster finish, insert one battery-powered candle.